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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GENERAL 
The advent of plastic analysis of structural members and 
braced frames has significantly broadened the scope of structural 
design. Because plastic design deals with ultimate member strength, 
information is needed for all possible stress conditions. Such 
information is available for most wide flange cross sections in 
the form of moment-curvature-thrust curves but is rare for most 
other structural shapes. Moment-curvature-thrust relationships 
are hereinafter referred to as M-0-P relationships. 
Although elastic deflections are determined routinely by 
small deflection theory, deformations and displacements in the 
elasto-plastic range may not be determined as easily because they 
depend on the changing angles of curvature of the cross section 
over the member length. Deflections are obtained by integrating 
these angles of curvature. Ultimate capacity is attained when all 
fibers of the cross section are completely plastified. All axial 
thrust and radius of curvature combinations require a finite 
bending moment to cause full plastification. Ifaxial thrust and 
bending moment variations are known, the changing radii of curvature 
(strain slopes) are defined, and deflections are obtained as outlined 
above. 
2 
Elasto-plastic response depends on material prope.rties as 
well as meI:l~er geometry. Nembers with similar configurations, 
such as Hide flange shapes, generally exhibit similar M-0-p 
relationships. However, these relationships are usually not 
available for all different cross sectional shapes. The possibility 
of finding such pertinent data is further reduced when hybrid 
members are used. A hybrid member is one constructed of two or 
more interconnected materials. The most common use of hybrid 
construction involves two different grades of steel, and is generally 
encountered in plate girders. 
In some instances both strength and member geometry must 
be considered in design. If the selection of dimensions are left 
to the structural designer, no major problems are encountered. 
However, if sizes are limited by architectural considerations, 
common rolled shapes may not satisfy the design requirements. 
The engineer may have to resort to different structural shapes, 
such as tubes, built-up and hybrid members. Furthermore, the 
problem may be complicated by the presence of materials with 
nonlinear stress-strain characteristics. 
If deflections are to be calculated and interaction curves 
produced, accurate M-0-p relationships are necessary. Generation 
of M-0-p relationships by longhand procedures is tedious even for 
the simplest shapes. Therefore, there exists a need for quick 
and accurate means of determining these relationships. 
1.2 	 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Methods of producing M-0-P relationships include: 
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a) Closed Form Sol utions 

b) Open Form Solutions 

a. Closed Form Solutions 
Closed form solutions, capable of incorporating idealized 
linear residual stress patterns were introduced for wide flange 
sections by Ketter, Kaminsky and Beedle (5)*. Their treatment 
required the use of an idealized bilinear stress-strain relation­
ship, (Fig. la), with identical compressive and tensile stress 
properties. For closed form solutions, sets of bounded relation­
ships are derived for the angle of curvature, axial thrust and 
bending moment associated t;dth the cross section. The equation 
sets are bounded in that each set is valid only for one elasto­
plastic stress condition. Figures 2b through 2f depict a wide 
flange mE'mber jn progressive elasto-plastic stage.s. Figure 21: ShOTN'S 
the cross section in a fully elastic condition while Fig. 2f 
illustrates complete plasticity caused by bending. Since the 
fully plastic stage (Fig. 2f) is a special case of the elasto­
plastic condition shown in Fig. 2e, only four sets of relationships 
are required for a wide flange member. Thus one elastic and three 
elasto-plastic conditions must be considered in deriving the 
necessary equations. These equations are then "nondimensionalized" 
by dividing curvature, thrust and moment equations by predetermined 
curvature, thrust and moment values. The nondimensionalization 
eliminates plotting wide ranges of curvature, thrust and moment 
values when H- 0-P diagrams are constructed. 
*Num'bers listed refer to references at the end of this thesis. 
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For the purpose of this investi.gation a section defined 
as a rectangular member component. For example, the member in 
Fig. 2a is composed of three sections. In general, if a member is 
composed of N sections, a total of 3N+3 equations are needed for 
curvature, thrust and bending moment calculations. To generate 
the M-0-p data, the desired stress condition from Figure 2 is first 
determined and then the corresponding relationships are used to 
construct auxiliary curves as shown in Fig. 3. The M-0-p diagram 
(Fig. 4) is then plotted using data from the auxiliary curves. 
As previously mentioned, closed form solutions use bilinear 
stress-strain relationships because definite yield points are 
necessary for the bounded equations. In previous treatments, 
linear residual stress idealizations (Fig. Sa) have been adopted 
from the approximately parabolic residual stress patterns shown in 
Fig. Sb.. This simplification is necessary because the manipulation 
of parabolic shapes in bounded equations is prohibitively difficult 
to treat mathematically. Similar arguments have also eliminated 
the consideration of nonbilinear stress-strain relationships by 
closed form methods. 
It should be recognized that closed form solutions are not 
limited to wide flange members. Samani (8) presented relationships 
for general residual stress patterns in his study of M-0-P relation­
ships for built-up steel members. In the same vein, Matthys (6) 
presented closed form relationships for hollow circular tubes. 
From their work it is apparent that the more general the treatment, 
the more tedious the longhand application becomes. It is also 
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possible to derive relationships for other conventiotl81 and hybrid 
cross sections in the saBe manner. 
It is apparent that closed form solutions have many dis­
advantages as follmvs: 
(1) The correct stress condition must be determined before 
data is calculated. 
(2) 	 Only linearly varying residual stress distributions 
can be treated. 
(3) 	 Nonbilinear stress-strain relationships tend to 
complicate the derivations, and are not feasible to 
incorporate. 
(4) 	 Closed form solutions for wide flange members are 
easily solved by digital computers,but as more com­
pl:i.cat'?d shapes and. residual stress patterns ar;;: 
introduced, even computer solutions may become awkward. 
(5) 	 Derivation of equations for more complicated cases 
could be prohibitively long. 
b. 	 Open Form Solutions 
Having considered the previously mentioned shortcomings, 
Erzurumlu, Bakir and Kok (1) initially proposed the concept of 
open fo~ solutions for calculating M-0-P data. An open form 
solution is a generalized computational procedure capable of treating 
any forseen combination of factors influencing the cross sectional 
behavior. Some of these influencing factors are: 
(1) 	 The use of materials with varying properties within 
the cross section; 
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(2) RGsidual stress patterns in any or all sections; 
(3) NonbiliuGur stress-strain relationships for any or 
all n:3lE:rials; 
(4) Any combination of yield stress patterns; 
(5) Any combination of the above factors. 
In open form solutions one calculation procedure treats 
all possible stress conditions. The open form approach as presented 
recently by Fiala and Erzurumlu (3) has proved useful in calculating 
N-0-P data for circular tubes permitting the consideration of both 
residual stress patterns and nonbilinear stress-strain relationships. 
Open form solutions are feasible for most cross sectional configurations 
and seem to be applicable to most hybrid members. 
1.3 OBJECTI\lES OF' TNWSTTGATTi1N 
The purpose of this investigation is to develop an open form 
computer solution for calculating M-0-P data for cross sections of 
rectangular configurations. Nonbilinear s~ress-strain relation­
ships and general residual stress patterns are treated in both 
homogeneous and hybrid members. Open form solutions are advantageous 
because one progrffifu~ed solution package is capable of treating many 
different types of cross sections. Steps taken to achieve the 
stated objectives are as follows: 
(1) 	 Investigation of bending moment axes and symmetry 
relationships; 
(2) 	 Development of a mathematical model; 
(3) 	 Discussion of analytical procedures; 
(4) 	 Develop~2nt of a solution package; 
(5) 	 Comparison of results uith experimental data. 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
2.1 GENERAL 
The calculation of H-0-P relationships requires knowledge 
of the proper bending moment axis. The position of this axis 
depends on geometric and material symmetry. Geometric symmetry 
requires identical dimensions on both sides of the horizontal 
bending axis (Fig. 6a). Material symmetry is achieved when 
geometrically symmetric sections are constructed of identical 
materials (Fig. 6b). In this investigation, it is assumed that the 
cross section possesses both geometric and material symmetry about 
a vertical axis. 
Locations of plastic and elastic centroids of a cross 
section are governed by variations of geometry and matE'ri.Als. 
If material and geometric symmetry exist about a·horizontal axis. 
the two centroids coincide and the cross section is referred to 
as totally symmetric. Various examples of totally symmetric cross 
sections are shown in Figure 7a. 
2.2 DEFINITION OF VARIOUS CASES 
A proper moment center can now be considered for combinations 
of axial thrust and bending moment. If only elastic stresses 
influence the totally symmetric cross sections shown in Fig. 7a, 
the elastic centroid can be used as the proper moment center. On 
the other hand, when the cross section is totally plastified, the 
plastic centroid is used. For totally symmetric cross sections 
the cause of total plasticity is unimportant in that the moment 
center remains at the plastic centroid whether total plasticity 
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is caused by axial thrust (Fig. 8a), bending moment (Fig. 8b) 
of a corr.bination of the t\vO (Fig. Bc). The coincident cent roid 
position can be used as the moment axis for elastic, elasto­
plastic and plastic stress configurations. 
Analysis of the asymmetric cross sections shown in Fig. 7b 
is more complex because the elastic and plastic centroids are not 
coincident and their treatment is beyond the scope of this in­
vestigation. The elastic centroid is used as the moment center 
for elastic stress conditions. Therefore, only pure bending cases 
will be considered for asymmetric cross sections. Stresses 
produced by pure bending are easily treated since all moment centers 
yield identical bending moments for a couple. For all angles of 
curvature a stress block can be constructed such that no axial 
thrust influences the cross section. The neutral axis of this 
stress block is defined as the zero thrust axis. For totally 
symmetric cross sections all zero thrust axes lie at the coincident 
centroids. 
For asymmetric cross sections the positions of the zero 
thrust axes vary between the elastic centroid (ECG) and the 
infinite zero thrust axis (ZCG). The ZCG is defined as the position 
of the zero thrust axis for an assumed infinite angle of curvature. 
At this stage the cross section is totally plastified by bending 
moments, and the stress block contains equal tensile and compressive 
component volumes. For example, the zero thrust axes for the 
asymmetric cross section shown in Fig. 9 vary between the ECG and 




concerning the shift of the zero thrust axis are discussed in Appendix 
A. 
The computation of theoret ical }1-@ data for asymmetric cross 
sections requires the location of zero thrust axes for all considered 
angles of curvature. These axes are easily determined by simple 
iterative procedures since they always lie between the ECG and ZCG. 
2.3 LIMITATIONS 
All totally symmetric cross sections are treated for all 
axial thrust percentages. Only pure bending is considered for 
asymmetric cross sections. The possibility of further treatments 
of asymmetric cross sections is discussed in Appendix A. 
2.4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
For numerical calculations, a cross section is divided into 
a finite number of sectors (Fig. lOa). A section can be composed 
of more than one sector but a sector can contain area from only one 
section. Upper and lower sector boundaries are defined as stations. 
The stress block (Fig. lOb) influencing a cross section is numerically 
defined by calculating the height, stress intensity and width of 
the cross section at all stations. The bending moment and axial 
thrust contributions of all sectors are computed and added to 
produce the forces influencing the cross section. 
A linear variation of stress is assumed between stations 
for moment and thrust calculations. Bilinear stress-strain relation­
ships and linear residual stresses lie within this assumption but 
the calculation procedure must be altered for nonbilinear stress­
strain relationships and/or nonlinear residual stresses. The 
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number of stations needed to define the stress block volume for 
linear cases with no residual stress is a function of the number 
of sections in the cross section. A maximum of three station 
coordinates, two for sector boundaries and one for a yield point, 
could be required for each sector. For the general stress condition 
two additional stations could be required; one for a zero stress 
point and another for a second yield point in one sector. If the 
cross section contains N sections then 3N+2 stations could be required 
to define the stress block. If linear residual stresses are con­
sidered, the number of additional stations required depends on the 
linear variations and no general rule can be given for the required 
additional stations. 
Nonbilinear stress-strain relationships (Fig. lb) and/or 
nonlinear residual stresses (Fig. 5b) produce a nonlinearly varying 
stress distribution as shown in Fig lla. This distribution violates 
the linearly varying stress assumption made for thrust and bending 
moment calculations. The treatment of this nonlinear case is based 
on approximating the general stress distribution with a series of 
linear approximations (Fig. lIb) that adequately estimates the actual 
relationship. An adequate number of sectors are placed in non­
linearly varying sections to produce the linear approximations. 
It should be noted that the method of producing the stress distribution 
dictates numerical accuracy. The remaining calculations, however, 
are independent of the stress block formation procedures. 
2.5 	 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The determination of thrust and bending moment relationships 
are based on the following well known equations of statics: 
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p r sdA [1]JA 
N= [2] 
",here P :: the thrust acting on the cross section; 
M= the bending moment acting on the cross section; 
S :: the stress at any point on the cross section; 
y = the distance from the moment center to the point of 
stress. 
Each sector forms a finite stress block as shown in Fig. lOco The 








M. = yswdh :: y.P. [4]
l. hI 1. 1. 
.th
where p. = the thrust acting on the 1. stress block;
1. 
M. = the moment caused by the ith stress block;1. 
= the distance from the moment center to the centroidYi 
of the ith stress block; 
hI, h2 = lower and upper station coordinates, respectively. 
Considering the contributions of all sector stress blocks, the axial 
thrust and bending moment acting on the cross section can be 
represented as: 







\vhere n = 	 the number of sectors used to build the stress block 
volume. 
2.6 NONDlMENSIONALIZATION 
In an effort to nondimensionalize the M-~-P diagrams the 
following constants are defined. The thrust. P , is the thrust y 
acting on the cross section when full plasticity is achieved by 
axial loading. The angle of curvature, 0 y , is defined as the 
angle of curvature that causes the first assumed plastic stress 
at any fiber when the neutral axis passes through the elastic 
centroid. The moment, M , is the bending moment influencing the y 
member when the strain angle 0 18 used. Ac; il ,"onvenip.:nt chf'ck. 
- y 
for output data. the nondimensionalized moment, M/M , should equaly 




M-0-p diagrams show moment-curvature relationships for 
constant percentages of the thrust, P. A moment is computed for y 
each selected radius of curvature and each selected thrust per­
centage. For each strain condition associated with a radius of 
curvature, a corresponding stress diagram is constructed such that 
a certain thrust percentage acts on the cross section. The axial 
thrust and the moment acting on the cross section can then be 
calculated using Eqs. 5 and 6 from which nondimensionalized values 
of pip , M/M and 0/~ can be obtained. y y y 
The problem here is to determine the location of the neutral 
strain axis that yie.lds the selected thrust percentage. Suppose 
the neutral axis originally passes through point 0 in Fig. l2a. If 
the calculated thrust percentage is not equal to that anticipated, 
the neutral axis is shifted either up or down along the vertical 
member axis and the thrust is recalculated. The proper neutral 
axis position is approached by a succession of axis shifts indicated 
by the points 0,1,2, ••• ,n. When the proper neutral axis position 
is obtained, the bending moment can be calculated. The accuracy 
of the thrust estimation controls the reliability of the calculated 
bending moment for the selected thrust values. This process has 
proven to be computationally inefficient, especially for high 
thrust percentages associated with small angles of curvature where 
the neutral axis lies off the cross sectional area. 
Another approach is to select the initial position of the 
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neutral axis at the zero thrust axis (Fig. 12c). After the thrust 
(initially equal to zero) and the bending moment are calculated, 
the neutral axis is raised by a predetermined amount, ASTEP, and 
new thrust and moment values are determined and stored for future 
reference. The shift of the neutral axis is terminated when the 
calculated thrust reaches within two percent of P. The values y 
stored for reference are nondimensiona1ized thrust and moment 
percentages, and if plotted, result in thrust-moment relationships 
for constant angles of curvature, 0/0 , as shown in Fig. 13. If 
Y 
graphs similar to those shown in Fig. 13 are drawn, the moment 
corresponding to any thrust percentage can be graphically estimated 
with suitable accuracy. However, instead of constructing graphs, 
the open form solution employs iterative procedures to estimate the 
desired moments. Since the rLE::utra.1 axis is raised by predetermined 
increments, neither thrust nor moment values will be equally spaced 
tabulated points, and therefore, equal point interpolation formulas 
cannot be used. Aitken's process (7), a nonequa1ly spaced linear 
interpolative procedure, is used for the iteration. It should be 
noted that the range around the desired point should be chosen 
for the iteration, thus increasing numerical accuracy. Iterations 
utilizing a complete graphical range lead to erroneous results 
because the thrust-moment relationship cannot be well represented 
by a single function. Series of short range approximations a:;! 
shown in Fig. 14 are more appropriate. When a range is chosen 
around the desired moment value, Aitken's process adapts a function 
to that protion of the curve. 
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3.2 THE Cm1PUTER SOLUTION 
The computer program for treating totally symmetric cross 
sections is listed in Appendix C.l and is flow charted in Appendix 
D.l. The program for asymmetric cross sections is also listed 
in Appendix C.2 and £lov charted in Appendix D.2. In both cases 
any number of cross sections may be treated in one run. Geometric 
and material inputs are identical for both processes and preliminary 
control calculations are similar. 
Both procedures calculate preliminary values of thrust (P ),y 
moment (M), angle of curvature (0 ), distance to the elastic y y 
centroid (ECG), plastic moment (PM) and the shape factor (SF1). 
For asymmetric cross sections the additional parameters EMIN 
(minimum elastic modulus), TWD (transformed section widths), 
ZCG (distance to the infinite zero thrust axis) and PCG (distance 
to the plastic centroid) are determined. 
After data has been input and preliminary calculations 
made, a series of loops is commenced for various strain diagram 
slopes defined by the inputs KF (initial loop value), KL (final loop 
value), KS (loop increment) and SF (a dividing constant which, 
if equal to four, divides the loop into increments of one-fourth 0 ).y 
The neutral axis is incremented by intervals of ASTEP as shown in 
Fig. l2c and moments corresponding to predetermined thrust percentages 
are calculated. Geometric and sectional properties, nonbilinear 
stress-strain relationships, residual stress constants and M-0-p 
data are printed in tabular form as shown in Fig. 15. 
The asymmetric procedure varies from the totally symmetric 
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process in calculating more preliminary constants. Asymmetric 
cross sections also require the determination of the zero thrust 
axes positions for various angles of curvature. 
As revealed by the flow charts, both programs employ sub­
routines and driver subsections for most calculation procedures. 
The subroutines are listed in Appendix C.3 with driver subsections 
in Appendix C.4. Driver subsections are used mainly for preliminary 
constant calculations and for sections common to both totally 
symmetric and asymmetric programs. Flow diagrams are given for 
subroutines and driver subprograms in Appendices D.3 and D.4, 
respectively. Brief explanations of the subroutines follow. 
3.3 SUBROUTINES 
residual stress patterns. The constants AR, BR and CR are input 
for all sections and correspond to A, B, and C, respectively, in 
the quadratic equation AX2+BX+C=O. The constants are input to 
define the residual stress patterns for a section as a function 
of the station heights over the section. Appropriate constants 
are input as zero for nonparabo1ic stress idealizations. Because 
vertical sectors are not used, stress variations are not allowed 
over the width of the flange. Variations over the depth of the 
flange can be treated, however. 
Subroutine XSTRS calculates stresses from given strains for 
materials having nonbilinear (Fig. 1b) stress-strain relationships. 
A series of linear approximations are programmed in lieu of exact 
stress-strain flmctions. Figure 16 graphically represents such 
approximations which are governed by NN2 defined linear portions in 
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half the str~ss-strain diagram. The length of each approximation 
is governed by the strain range, CSTR. Equal numbers of com­
pressive and tensile approximations are used. If strains outside 
the defined range are encountered, a signed constant stress, FY, 
is assigned. Although this procedure is valid for steel and some 
other materials, it is unacceptable for materials exhibiting stress­
strain relationships as shown in Fig. 17. In this instance, yield 
stresses are input twice for all materials. Initial values are 
used for preliminary constant calculations. If stress-strain 
relationships similar to that of Fig. 17 are used, second yield 
stresses are input as zero to accommodate material fracture. 
Subroutine SDIAG numerically defines the stress block 
volume in the computer. If only linear functions are used in 
volume construction, upper and lower station data are calculated 
for each section. If nonlinearities are employed, data are calculated 
for the number of sectors specified for each section by the programmer. 
Subroutines RSTRS and XSTRS are used in defining nonlinear cases. 
If necessary, yield point stations are provided for all sections. 
If nonlinear calculations govern a section, sufficient linearity 
is assumed and the yield point search is abandoned. Data for zero 
stress points are calculated as needed for linear sections. 
Subroutine MOMNT calculates the bending moment contribution 
of each sector stress block and forms the resultant moment. 
Counterclockwise moments are considered positive. Subroutine TSTRS 
sums block volumes to obtain the axial thrust influencing the cross 
section. Positive stresses are treated as tension. 
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Subroutine SllIFT, used in conjunction with subroutine SDIAG, 
stores station datn correctly in the dimensioned files. Subroutine 
AITIG':: is used to determine bending moments and zero thrust axes 
from calculated data points. A more complete explanation of 
Aitken's process and subroutine AITKN are presented in Appendix B. 
,I I 
NUHERICAL EXAMPLES AND TEST COMPARISONS 
4.1 	 WIDE FLANGE MEMBER 
Open form M-0-p relationships are compared to the well known 
closed form results for a W 8X3l published by Ketter, Kaminsky 
and Beedle (5). Such a comparison verifies open form theoretical 
accuracy. Cross sectional data and computer printout are given in 
Fig. 18. Both open and closed form solution M-0-p relationships 
are identical and are given in Fig. 19. Bilinear stress-strain 
relationships were used for both solutions. 
4.2 	 HYBRID MEMBERS 
a) GENERAL 
General experimental data for M-~-P relationships for 
hybrid cross sections are not available for comparison. Erzurumlu (2) 
has conducted experiments dealing with the moment-curvature relation­
ships for selected hybrid cross sections. Theoretical open form 
results are compared to Erzurumlu's experimental data. 
The 	static yield points as determined by cupon tests 
(2) are 40 KSI, 57.5 KSI and 100 KSI for A-36, A-44l and SSS-IOO 
steels, respectively. Since no strain hardening is considered the 
theoretical ultimate moments of the open form solution should be 
somewhat less than the measured ultimate moments. 
b) 	 DATA COMPARISON 
Cross section Tl is composed of an A-36 web and A-44l 




in Fig. 20. For no thrust,the calculated plastic moment is M 426 K-IN. p 
The t,vo curves are nearly identical in the elastic range but vary 
by up to 20% in the plastic region where the ultimate measured 
moment is 501 K··IN. The open form solution is conservative for 
bilinear stress-strain relationships. Actual stress-strain 
relationships produce more accurate results. M-0-P data is 
printed in Fig. 21 and the M-0-P diagram is shown in Fig. 22. 
Cross section T2 has an A-441 web and SSS-lOO flanges. 
Experimental and theoretical M-0 curves are. shown in Fig. 23. 
The expected plastic moment was M = 1054 K-IN. and failure occurred p 
at 1290 K-IN., or a 23% increase. Again, bilinear stress-strain 
relationships were used in data calculations. The H-"-P diagram 
is given in Fig. 24. 
Cross section T3 is asymmetric with an A-44l web and top 
and bottom flanges of 55S-100 and A-36 steel, respectively. 
Experimental and theoretical M-0 curves are given in Fig. 25. 
The expected plastic moment was M = 595 K-IN. but the cross section p 
withstood 987 K-IN. Bilinear stress-strain relationships were 
used in data calculations. 
4.3 EXTENSION TO CIRCULAR TUBES 
Since circular tubes are totally symmetric (Fig. 7a), a 
computer program similar to the totally symmetric program is used. 
Variations occur in preliminary constant calculations and in sub­
routines SDIAG, MOMNT and THRST. Nonparallel sector walls (Fig. 26a) 
necessitate changes in the subroutines. 
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v]hen lines ac and bd are considered to be straight, a rhombus 
is formed as shown in Fig. 26a. The resulting stress block volume 
is sho,vn in Fig. 26b. Because wI and w2 are not equal, changes must 
be made in the moment and thrust calculation procedures. 
Subroutine SDIAG is altered to account for changing circular 
widths. While ovaling (4) has not been considered, it could easily 
be incorporated in the subroutine. Because of ovaling, computed 
data for large angles of curvature, ~/0 , may, in most cases,y 
overestimate actual behavior. 
The circular tube program is listed in Appendix C.S and is 
flow charted in Appendix D.S. M-0-P data for a 14 in. O.D., .5 in. 
wall thickness standard tube is given in Fig. 27 and the results 
are plotted in Fig. 28. 
4.4 OTHER CROSS SECTIONS 
As long as cross sectional widths are definable in terms 
of station coordinates no undue hardship is forseen in treating 
any cross section by open form solutions. The two possible con­
figurations for stress block volumes are solved in the totally 
symmetric program (parallel vertical walls) and the tube program 
(nonparallel vertical walls). Subroutines MDMNT and THRST will never 
vary from these two cases. Subroutine SDIAG will need modification 
if cross sections other than vertical parallel walled cross sections 
or tubes are encountered. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMHENDATIONS 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Due to the success and applicability of open form solution 
techniques, the following conclusions may be drawn. 
1. 	 Open form computer solutions can be successfully used 
for tubes, hybrid and nonhybrid cross sections, and can 
be extended to almost any cross sectional configuration. 
2. 	 General stress-strain relationships can be handled by 
the proposed mathematical model. 
3. 	 Nonlinear residual stress patterns can also be incorporated. 
conservative and more accurate results could be obtained 
by using general stress-strain relationships. 
5. 	 The theoretical results generated by this solution 
are generally limited to low values of % y as at 
higher values of % y local buckling and ovaling may 
occur. 
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. 	 Methods of theoretically uncoupling bending moments and 
axial thrust from a plastic stress distribution need to 
be developed, thus leading to the proper moment center 
for elasto-plastic stress conditions. 
2. 	 Experiments to measure the influence of axial thrust 
and bending moment on the strength of hybrid cross 
sections need to be conducted. 
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(b) Generalized Stress-Strain Relationship 
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Fig. 2 	 Possible Strain and Stress Condit:1.ons of a Typical Wide Flange 










Fig. 3 Typical Auxiliary Curves. 
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Fig. 4 Typical M-r/l-P Relationship for a Wide Flange Shape. 
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(a) 	 Idealized Linear 
Residual Stress 
Patterns. 
Fig. 	5 Various Types of Residual Stress Patterns. 
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Fig. 6 Horizontal and Vertical Symmetries. 
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(b) Asymmetric Cross Sections. 
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(b) Total Plastification Caused by Bending Moment. 
STRAIN 	 STRESS 
(c) 	 Total Plastification Caused by Bending Moment 
and Axial Thrust. 
Fig. 	8 Causes of Total Plastification. 
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SEE ENLARb~MENT AT RIGHT 
Fig. 9 	 Positions of the Zero Thrust Axis for Various 






(§) = SECTOR NUMBERS 
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(a) Possible Required Sectors and Station Coordinates. 
G = SECTOR 
BLOCK 
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(b) Stress Block Influencing the Cross Section. 
___ h2 
__ hI 
(c) Typical Finite Sector Stress Block Volume. 
Fig. 10 Division of a Cross Section into Sectors. 
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(a) 	 True Stress (b) Idealized Stress 
Distribution. Distribution. 




(a) 	 Estimated (b) Generalized (c) Axis Increments 
Axes Angle of by Determined 
Positions. Curvat ure, 0 • Steps.k
I I 
Fig. 12 Neutral Axes for Iteration Procedures. 
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Fig. 13 MOment-Thrust 
of ~n1':"v::;tUTP ~ 





Fig. 14 	 Ranges of Applicability of Certain Estimation 
Functions. 
MOMENT-CURVATURE-THRUST DATA (MEMBER 1 OF 2) 
SECTION PARAMETERS 
SECT. BOTTOM TOP MAXIMUM ELASTIC SECT. RESIDUAL STRESS 
NO. HEIGHT HEIGHT STRESS MODULUS WIDTH CONSTANTS 
(IN. ) (IN. ) (KSI) (KSI) (IN. ) AR BR CR 
1 0.000 0.375 100.0 30000.0 4.000 O.OOOE 00 O.OOOE 00 O.OOOE 00 
2 0.375 6.375 57.5 30000.0 0.187 O.nOOE 00 O.OOOE 00 O.OOOE 00 
3 6.375 6.750 100.0 30000.0 4.000 O.nOOE 00 O.OOOE 00 O.OOOE 00 
MATERIAL RESIDUAL NON-BILINEAR SECTION 
NUMBER STRESSES STRESS-STRAIN DIVIDER 

1 o 1 4.000 

a a a 0.000 

a o o 0.000 

NONBILINEAR STRESS-STRAIN FUNCTIONS 
MATERIAL NO. 1 --- 4 LINEAR APPROXIMATIONS ---DIVIDING STRAIN= O. 383E-03 

STRESSES= -.103E 03 -.100E 03 O.OOOE 00 0.100E 03 0.103E 03 

STRAINS = 
-.766E-02 -.383E-02 O.OOOE 00 0.383E-02 0.766E-02 

SHAPE FACTOR = a.162150E 01 

THRUST P(Y) = 0.364687E 03 K 

MOMENT M(Y) = 0.649570E 03 K-IN. 

ANGLE PHIY = 0.638888E-03 RAD. 

~RAVITY CENTER= 0.337500E 01 IN. 

M/M(Y) FOR M/M(Y) FOR M/M(Y) FOR M/M(Y) FOR M/M(Y) FOR M/M(Y) FOR 
PHI/PHI(Y) P/P(Y)=O. P/P(Y)=.2 P/P(Y)=.4 P/P(Y)=.6 P/P(Y)=.8 P/P(Y)=1.0 
1.000 1.6476 1. 5015 1.1367 0.8133 0.4712 0.0000 
1.250 1. 7067 1.5128 1.1718 0.8218 0.4732 0.0000 
w1.500 1. 7167 1.5254 1.1738 0.8276 0.4809 0.0000 
.j>­












F - - - - - - - - -.....:-::;...---­
Y 
Fig. 16 Nonbilinear Stress-Strain Approximations. 
STRESS 
Fig. 17 Stress-Strain Approximation for Concrete. 
CSTR 
,4/~,~~ 
F = 0 y. 
I-I"-"I~I--'" 
NN2 3 2 1 
F = 0 y STRAIN 
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Fig. 18 Data for a W 8X31 
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Fig. 23 Experimental and Theoretical M-~ Relationships for Cross Section T2. 
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Fig. 24 M-f/J-P Diagram for Cross Section T2. 
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Fig. 25 Experimental and Theoretical M-~ Relationships for cross section T3. 
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aL ;;: b e~f h c. d + g~ h = 
(a) Circular Sector Formation. 
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(b) Generalized Stress Block Volume. 
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Fig. 27 M-~-P Data for a 14.0 in. a.D., .5 in. Wall 





























Fig. 28 M-0-p Diagram for a 14.0 in. OD., 0.5 in. Wall 
Thickness Standard Tube. 
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1 :-­- - 30 KS! 
10" 
j PCG ZCG ECG 
1'1-1 10 KS! I 
Ic 10" ,1 
(b) PCG not Between ECG and ZCG. 
Fig. 29 Possible Combinations of PCG, ECG and ZCG. 
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Table 1. Values of Successive Iterations for F(X)=e-x 
.5 F(X)=e-x Degree 1 Degree 2 Degree 31 Degree 4 
x 1 2 3 4 5 
1 0.0 1.0 
.904837 0.762093 
0.773414 0.779074 
0.784015 0.778534 0.778804 
0.793950 0.778021 0.778811 0.778801 
Table 2. Values of Successive Iterations for F(X)=x2 
P=3.5 F(X)=x2 
 Degree 1 
 Degree 2 
 Degree 3 









i 1.0 - - --2 . 
 6.25 9.75 - --3 .0 9.0 11.0 12.25 - -
16.04 
 4.0 13.5 12.25 - -
5 




For asymmetric cross sections the proper moment center is the 
elastic centroid when elastic stress conditions govern. For total 
plasticity of the type shown in Fig. 8c the plastic centroid must 
be used. Since all angles of curvature eventually yield this type 
(Fig. 8c) of strain relationship, the final moment center for any 
cross section is always the plastic centroid. 
For any angle of curvature the initial moment center can be 
assigned to the zero thrust axis and the final moment center to the 
plastic centroid. This change in moment center suggests a moment 
center shift from the zero thrust axis to the plastic centroid when 
the cross section is totally plastified. That this axis shift occurs 
only when the cross section becomes totally plastified is unlikely, 
and a more uniform shift as total plasticity is reached is more 
reasonable. 
As previously mentioned, the moment center shift is not defined 
and, therefore, only pure bending cases are treated. However, one 
further solution is possible. 
If the zero thrust axis initially lies on the plastic centroid, 
no moment center shift is possible and calculations for all thrust 
percentages can be made. The only criterion is that the PCG must 
lis between the ECG and ZCG of the cross section. Figure 29 shows 
that the PCG does not always lie in such a position. 
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ASYlilluetric cross sections v,hose plastic centroid lies between 
the ECG and ZCG can be treated for bending moment and any thrust 
percentage when the angle of curvature whose zero thrust axis lies 
on the plastic centroid is used. If the peG does not lie between 
the ECG and ZCG only pure bending can be treated. 
The angle of curvature, ~ , whose zero thrust axis lies on 
s 
the plastic centroid, greatly effects the usability of the thrust 
calculations. If ~ is large, all thrust percentages will ies on 
s 
straight line portions of the M-~-P diagrams. Since such values 
are of little use,these calculations are useful only if 0 is small 
s 
(less than 2). M-0-p values for 0/0 > 2 are really useless 
Y 
because of local and lateral buckling. 
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X 
APPENDIX B: AITKEN'S PROCESS 
Aitken's process is a linear interpolation procedure that 
does not require a uniform grid. Table 1 gives values of F(X) :::: e­
2 
over a uniform grid. Table 2 gives F(X) = x over a nonuniform 
grid. Using Aitken's process, estimations for an unknown F(X) can 
be obtained by a succession of second order determinates: 
IY(L ,L) X(J) -pIY(J,L) X(L) -PY(J,I) 
X(J) - X(L) 
where P is the point for which F(X) is to be evaluated, I and J are 
the celumn and !:"O>'l of thc estimation matrh:, [YJ, respectively, 
and L denoted the column previous to I. 
The process is applied to [YJ until a convergence occurs, as 
in the third column of [Y], Table 2. The convergent value is usually 
a very good approximation to the true value, but since no estimation 
of the truncation error is available, the derived value should not 
be accepted as exact without further investigation. 
-xTable 1 indicates that e may be closely approximated by a 
third order equation over the given interval as a fairly good con­
vergence is obtained in the fourth column of [Y]. The fifth column 
-xproduces e to the same accuracy as tabulated values. Note that 
the X2 value (Table 2) converges in the third column of [YJ as 
expected (second order curve), since the degree of the function is 
known. After the first convergence is obtained, successive iteration 
52 

colunms yield identical results, thus continuing the process is 
unwarranted. 
Subroutine AITKN contains the basic Aitken's process calculation. 
The order of operation is: 
(1) A check is made for an exact fit of P in the data for a 
given function. P is any value for which F{P) is to be 
determined. 
(2) 	 If no exact fit is found the point in the table nearest 
to where P should lie is determined. This search guarantees 
that points used in the iteration will be close to 
and lie on each side of the unknown F{P). 
(3) 	 Checks are made to varify that no points off the table 
are accessed. 
(4) 	 Values are transferred to the X (values surrounding P) 
and Y (values of the function F(P» positions. 
(5) 	 The iteration is performed and the function F{P) 
is returned as needed data. MOments for certain thrust 
percentages and zero thrust axes positions are returned 
through the F{P) values. 
APPENDIX C: 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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Xl''! ( SL\i) =X [Yj;Yj I X;"iY 
CALL T!1HST 
XT (,'I}N) =n-m/?Y 
IF' 0];\1-1 ) 1 :'" 1 3, 14 
14 XTCNN)=THR/P¥ 
GO TO 15 
13 i('CC'J:..J)=O. 
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1 5 :X:'1 OJN ) :: i~~'EUXli:Y 
IF(XTCN~)-.98)16.17.17 
16 P :,]!\= :Jll 
?2,j!'t=j?N{\+AS TSP 
llO TO 12 
17 IF( TOJ:~-I.)18.11f).I19 
18 l'JN=N,'J+ 1 
1 ') XT(N~J)=I. 
X~'l ( i,\J ,J ) =0 • 
DO ;::: 0 l{= 1 • 1 1 • ~~ 
L{l =!\/2+ 1 
p= (g - 1 ) .:... 1 
Ct\LL A I 'f}{(1J 
~~o CUilJ'{ I ,~\J!:: 
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;~ ~~ ::: 1 • I ,C; L 

I r ( i: ,'-~ ) ~; ]" P,::I" It 5 
I F C);- I Y - /,~; ) ;~ 1 " 
~1 !-'\li~=lJl-3-::-ST 
:,}~~ =0 
I-) =;Jf:~+ 1 
Ct,LL ~;Dli\(1 
C/\LL T:!-us'r 
:::T (:\:~~ ) ::: 'nul~{ 

>~:/j Ci~ ~~ ) ::: P:1i (\ 

? :Jf\==? ~~f\ + :'>TEF' 
I F ( ?'J A -))2 - 3 0;- .s T j~P ) ::-~ 8.1 ~~ '7 " f~ 7 
~~'1 tJ=D. 
~\~ {\J == ~'.: ~ 
1=1 





Z:A'I S C": 7 ) =~ ( 1 ) 





Cit) TO L1::' 

22 ?~"JA=ECG 
/!5 I Fe i:~J- (FY (:,U{) I ( E (l,(K) -~- z:~) +TC (!{lO -P:\)[\) IA STJ::P) 4~;.1 /12, Ij 3 
q? 	 ASTS?=(FY(~K)/(~(KI()*Z2)+TC(KK)-?NA)/XN 
1;3 	 "'J\l= 0 
1 ~:~ 	 :'Jc\i =d,\'+ 1 
C.A.LL S D I .()" G 
l)::\iB= F ».1', 
C!~J.~L 'f~-rJ-~ST' 
X'!, (,,)[0 =1''-1-. 11)'!' 
IF(?~~-PCG)76,76,77 
77 	 ?~A=?NA-(PNf\-PCG)*XTeNN) 
GO TO ?r1, 
76 	 ?~A.=PNA+(PCG-PNA)*XT(NN) 
7'6 	 C.I\U... ;,IOi'j,·n 
-~\/i (>E\J) =: .:['li'lI~:~,'jY 
I FL-J,'.j-l ) 13, ! 3.1 111 
1": XI ([\L,)) = Ti·t:uPY 
GO TO 15 
1 3 XI (.\IN ) =0 • 
1 :) /\:;c: ( i\};\J ) =Z:I;:·l /1G'lf 
I l' eei' OE'.) ) - .9 fD ! 6.1 17.1 1 7 
58 
1 6 	 !:li\it~,=_ 
~~t\JA:::; l:)~'J!\+ (is '[j<:t-> 
IF (IU) )] I), 90, 1 i? 
1 '/ I F ( , T ( ,} i\) ) - 1 • ) 1 (", 1 g, 1 9 
I,; ,\L\j=~\D}+l 
1 9 ZT ( ~,;~< ) :::: 1 • 
;;:,) (\L0 ) =: 0 • 
90 	 CU,lll'!:Jd:': 
DJ :': 0 :,=1, 1 1 , ;~ 
): 1 =iU:~+ 1 
LJ :::: (y~ -	 1 ) -;, • 1 
C/\LL 	 :\ I Ti~~C') 
IF(,{g)91,91,;~O 
~; U C ,':1 L::J S 
') 1 :::: :/,;~ / PEl Y 
rn:;:(S,106);::;;,( (n,1 1,1) 
1 0 I) [) C IJ :IJ T I .~ U;~ 
IF ('\. f3 ) 130, ::30, 3 <J 
GO I~(SF-l.)G1,~1,31 
j 1 .i',flU (c.;, 11j/~) In·', '\:L, ::;l~' 
Ciu '(LJ 33 
HI IF(RCU-ZCG)G1,87,~~ 
'( 	 Co:,J'i' L'J UE 

fJO g;,:: I:::: 1, ~(7 

;.:'1' ( I ) =7>\ x I S ( I ) 





i31l 	 CO\~ T 1 \ :J1': 
DO 5 I=I,~~7 
J:::: 7-1+1 
XT ( J) == ZA X I ::;; ( I ) 
















C;O TO :33 
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;:-~ ;; ( 5 f) ) " ;([1( s n )" T ( 5 0 ) " nC ( 5 )" T C ( :) )" r,; D ( 5 ) " ( 5 ) " F Y ( :5 ) " 
31:: ( 5 ) " rf~'D ( 5 ) " HI\TL ( 5 ) " :'Jl'J2 ( 5 ) .. C::, '( ," ( 5 ) .. (L C5 ) .. 8 ,-~ ( 5 ) .. C H ( 5) .. 
/1 ZN~-J ( :) ) .. l\J :SUP T ( 5 ) .. :~ j,OP T ( 5 ) .. [\!L ( 5) " V::' ( 1 5 .. 5) .. VT ( 1 5 .. 5) " ifFY 
\,J= ;': 5 
1 ;,;=(,!+ 1 
IF (i,j - (;) F"" 1:5 .. 7 


















IF(l{6)5 .. S .. 6 
5 (t~)=HFY 




SCM)=SI (FY(I) .. C) 

GO TO 'l 

6,;( .: )::: Cl- 1 ) 
H Cll =Pi',}l\ 
Z(l)=Pi'J!\ 
SU·1) =0­




C __:L';c'l J~J (.", , c, n, I, cJ, J 1 , J~;, J3, :{,.0: 1 , :{~, ~.{ G, L, L;o" .':, :'j,\; ..J, 1:', 
L-~,\J\, [" :.iL, l.l, T':-IL, ~:>L'l, S1'1.' • ( 7 ) , 't ( 7, 7 ), I:: ( (s ) , 7: ( ~) 0 ), . ( 50 ) , 
~~ S ( 5 () ) , :::: ( 5 0 ) , .• T ( ':)U ) , I.: C ( 5 ) , T C ( 5 ) , T ')l) ( 5 ), ',;D ( 5 ) , F Y ( 5) , 
Lt ~\j'J ( :) ) ,.J IF'!' (~:i ) , ,\J;; (.1 F) T ( ~) ) , ~~~; ( 5) , 
E",l 
I),) ~:; U U I:::; 1 , 
))~ ('i'e (I) -SC (I» rc,\;,,)( I) 
L=D 
':C:)=;cC(I) 
I F C ~J f: 0 P T ( I ) ) :~ uIJ, :3D 0, :3 l') 1 
3UO I FC .'j::, (j,:)'r (I) ) :~o~~, ~~O~1' 301 
;~o 3 5'1':':= I) • 
GU 'lU ~:?2 t') 
3 (I 1 :\:. : C I ) :: 1 




GU 'fU 50:3 
:5il1 SL;= rJ • 
503 IF Ct·j sO :Y1' ( I ) ) ;;::: D, 2~; 0, '') [) () 
~:20 S(;{)=:2:(I)·;'«dCcO-P;~j':\.)/::.;L+ST) 
'sC.l=£'.fi;3C (X) )/SOO 
IFCi'{C I )-t~.j3S( CO) )~~n1,::~02,:o:>'O 
~Ol SC~)=FY(I)~5 
CoO TO 2() 2 
500 ST~=STR+(~CK)-?X )/SL 
CALL ~~:::;r1S 
': CO ='.. D CI ) 
:.~<\:+ 1 
I l' ( L ) ~~ 0 LI , ~~ (] L1 , ;'W 0 
:,~ CJ :, I? C';EH I ) ) ~~ 1 1 , C>, 1 1 , ~3 12 
212 HCX)=H(K-l)+D 
GO '1'0 L;nL~ 
c; 1 1 HCO =TC ( I ) 
L=l 
GO TO 21f5 
00 CO~'~T I :·JUE 
l'~ =c<~ - 1 
:{s=o 
i\.6=U 
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:\J 1 ::: 1 
Lt, ::-U'Y=?:\]l2).+ ( FY ( I ) .,:- .':iL":~ S:3/J~ ( I ) ) 
IF O-fFY - =C ( I ) ) 1 ~ 1 ~ 2 
~ IF(TC(I)-HFY)1~1~3 
3 CA.LL SHIFT 
1 IF(Nl)206~206.205 














C:J;1\~U:J ~ B~ C~ D~ I ~ ,j~ dl ~ J2~ J3~ 1'~~~~1 ~i{:>~ 6~ L~LB~lI~ i,)' _\L-j~ ~J~ 
1~){\JI\~11~SL~.':i\.:i~TIL;~i;:'E:1~'::;'f:~~;~(7)~Y(7~7)~Z( ), (50)~ .;(50)~ 
~~ S ( 50 ) ~ : :~'i ( 50 ) ~ ;C T C5 U ) ~ '::'! C ( 5 ) ~ T C C5 ) ~ T \m ( 5), \}D ( 5 ) ~ F 'y ( 5 ) ~ 
Jl~ ( 5) ~ T 'J) (5) ~ +'lTL (5) ~ u_;;..~ C5) ~ C5T (5) ~ ('In C5) ~ 3TH 5) ~ C C5) ~ 
<4 ,::<J i,'H 5 ) " :'J :3 0 iJ T ( 5 ) ~ >!, ;U P T C 5 ) ~ ;,L I ( 5 ) ~ 7J S ( 1 5 ~ 5 ) ~ VT ( 1 5 ~ 5 ) ~ ~...[:i? Y 
~iOO u. 
"J '.l, IL ( I ) 
!~ :~\J2 C,~) 
:\.=SL'/CST '~C"l) 









3 IF(L -Jl-l)19~19~4 
4 J3=LR+Jl*XS 
J2=JS+l{S 
S (10 =V5 (J3~ ~,1) + (VS( J2~ i'·I) -VS CJ3~ ~1) )" CSTi,- VTC J3~ LiD) I 
I(VT(J2~M)-VT(J3.N» 






SUDL0iJ'f I Nf:i~ t'l'Y'DIT 
CO:'.:~:J;\; (\" "C" jJ" I" d" d 1" ,]2" d:3, K" In, 1\5, KJ;'" L" L , ',/l.1 ~'j" ,L\J, p, 
1 P I'J1\ " , S L, S C;, TEr(" X[,h·i, STl -;" x ( 7 ) , Y C '/, 7) " Z C g ) " } i C50 ) ,,:J C 5 <) ) , 
~~ S C50 ) " X[·j C5 0 ) " XI C:'i 0 ) " ;C>'C C5) , Te C!) ) " 1'1.;D C5 ) , \,i\) C5) , l'~,{ C5) , 
3 t!: C5 ) " 'CJ)( j ) , T L CS ) , ,\h\j 2 C5 ) " CoST1 ~ C5 ) , [\:~ C:'i ) " ;::; ~ l C:,) ) , C , (C 5) " 
Lj :':2,E>] C5 ) , N S OP T C5 ) , ,0 :'OP T ( 5 ) , N ii( j ) , V;) C 15" 5 ) " 'J T C1 5" 5 ) , 1-l. FY 













GO TO 50 
51 4=C(n+C)/2.-?~A)* +C(2*B+C)/3.-?NA)*CD- )/2. 
50 ;<;'i'j("=J:l,1 ;:1+ ( n - c ) .;:. C ..' ( I ) + C,J) ) .::.• 5 .;:. {\ 
SIJ:::<: ~UUT I ,'.JE T>-:r:ST 

CO.'i.'lUi'') A" , C" D" I" ,J".J 1" J2, .J~3, H:, l{1, K5" .t\6" L, LJ3, H" N" ill:']" P" 

l.?\](~" :"~" SL, SC;, THE, X/it":" ~~Tn" XC 7) " Y C7, 7) " Z C Ei) , H C50 ) " ,,,; ( 50) , 
2 S C 50 ) , ){;/l( 50) ,,('1' ( 50) " J-1C ( 5)" TC C 5)" T \iD C5) , ',If) ( 5) " FY ( 5) " 
3:::: C 5 ) " T',:D C 5 ) " :,'11\ '1.'1... C~) ) " ~\F'J~:; ( 5 ) , C S T~,C5) , {l E C5) " DlH 5 ) , C lH 5) " 
l!XN1\) C :) ) " c'oj ~:;OPT ( 5 ) ,,;-.,uUPT C 5 ) ,,£\Jl (5)" VS C1 5, 5) " VT C15, 5) " HFY 
TI-E~=O • 
T)O 3 [) 1== 2, ~{ 
d= 1-1 




C O:'E!j iY..j p,,, n" C" D" I" d" ,J 1 " J~~" .Ki, F.:" ;\1 " }{ 5" ;~{ 6, L" L ):1" ;1, ;\l" ;'0 i\J" f} , 
IPNA,Q"SL,SG"TH~" ~~"STR"X(7),Y(7,,7),,~(8),,~(50),,~C50), 
? S ( 5 n ) " :;:':; ( 5 [) ) , ,(T ( ~) [) ) " 13C ( 5) " IC C5 ) " T:/D ( 5 ) , I.'m ( 5) " CS) " 
3 S ( 5 ) "En}( 5 ) .1.':n. TL C 5 ) , 0J{'J 8 ( :) ) , C S 'fl. ( 5) ",'\1: ( 5 ) " }3 n C 5 )" C E C5) " 
!!X~J\: ( :) ) , \J SQ?T C5) " r\irWPT C5) ,,~\j~1 ( 5) " iJ SCI 5" 5) , 'JT ( 1 5, 5) , H F! 






ur-:'JUT l'\j'S IH Ti'(\] 
CO:'l:::C.L\j 0..1]3.1 C.1 D.1 1.1 J.1 .J 1.1 J~~.1 d:3.1:\.1 :n :ll{ 5.1 :<:6.1 L.1 L 0.1 ,,1.1 i'~.1 \F,,).1 P.1 
1PI'J~.1 .1::::L.15G.1TE:.1 '~!il~t.i..1.s'f!~.1i~('/).1Y(7.17).1~:::(fS).1I;(50):I',i(50).1 
:2;) ( ~) 0 ) .1 x;·: (50) .1 -:TC 50 ).1 Be ( 5) .1 'rc ( ':) ) .1 T \,jD ( 5) .1 tiD ( S) .1 FY ( 5) .1 
3 j~~ ( :5 ) .1 'Ljj)( 5 ) .1 _'~"\TL ( 5 ).1 "j;J;; ( ~) ) .1 C r~ ( 5 ) .11\H ( 5 b gn ( ':) .1 C (5) .1 
!!X0E0(5).1I.\j.':;;')I:rf(5).1~,]HUPT(5).1X!::(5).1 VS( 1~).15).1 VT( 15.1 5).1 [FY 
DO ~~07 I:: 1.1 :\L\] 
I F ( ;:'1' ( I ) - P ) U7.1 ;' iJ [j .1 :.:~ () f; 
~~ 0 7 CQj:,j 'l' I :,j U1': 
'\; 1 ;;;:0 
K 0 I) 2'J 1::: N 1 + 1 











))iJ [W 7 1= 1 .1 i'C'; 
.j=LD+I-l 
),~ ( I ) ::: XT ( J) 
807 Y(I.1l)=XM(J) 
DO EOS 1=2 .1l'{S 
DO ~~ 05 J= I .1 l{S 
L=I-l 
05 Y(J.1I)=eY(L.1L)*(X(J)-p)-YeJ.1L)*(X(L)-P»/(X(J)-X(L» 
7, co )::: (ZS.1 E S ) 
GO TO 20LJ 





E!\DC::~, 1 no )X:.:JLon 
DO SOD!) L<'~/:>:=l,:\;:'::;~,Uj~ 
I<f;;~( ~)' 1 [) 1 )LZ~'~~'(:"m,-)1{ij'3 
F~E[\D C~, 1 0 L! ) \), ~\Ji!TL ;~, :::,j 

DO 5 I::: 1,:: 





,O~:J-{( I ) =(J 
59 (1)=0 
DO 1 1=1, 
}:';<:£CJ.D (;~, 1[) 3);C;C ( I ) , TC ( I ), ':1) ( I ), FY CI ), i~: ( I ), 11£' ( I ) , J3.!H I ) 
1,C:;(I) 
1 	 . I T E Cj, 1 0 'I ) I , Be ( I ) , TC CI }, '" D CI ) ~ F Y ( I ) , E C I ) ~ L'L ~ ( I ) , f'Ji1 ( I ) 
1,Ci,(I) 
Ei'; L'-J =E ( 1 ) 





~: CONT INUE 
DO 11 1= 1 ~~.J 
q TWDCI)=WDCI)*ECI)/EMIN 





no 70 I=l,c'0 

;a·:jt·l:.: (TC C I ) -Be ( I) ) ,~. U] ( I) ':-FY ( I ) 

H'( T,~I~+~~i·L<l-. !')':<p'n '/0,71, '11 






UO (, 1=1 .. _''; 

;'::: C're ( I) -:':::C (I) ) ';:"1'\iD 

/\=i\+3 






Dl) '7 I~! .. ,\; 










DO E~ 1=1 "l~ 

IF ( FY CI ) - ,e, ,1 S CEC (J -':3 C ( I ) ) ':;-P:irI Y';;-E CI ) ) 9 .. ! 0 .. 1 0 
9 PEIY=FYCI)/AESCECI)*CECG-BCCI)) 
10 IF(FYCI)-ABSCECG-TCCI»)*PHIY*E(I»11 .. S .. 8 
11 PHIY=FYCI)/AB5(SCI)*CECG-TCCI») 
g C tbIT LJUY;; 
SL=! ./PEI"':t 
















~i rS D= D+ jI'':; ( I ) .::. " D ( I ) .:l- ( T C ( I ) - ell; ( I ) ) .:;. ~; ( l~)C G - ( T C ( I ) + jlC ( I ) ) 
1{;.. 5 ) 
3/! 	 CO~TI 0E 
fJli I Im~: 1 Cl 
I'l"l'; ( 5 ~ 1 1 c; ) 
DO 6U 1= 1 ~ >J 
C':: ~ 1 0 ED [.l{\ T L ( I ) ~ iJ:W (J T ( I ) ~ sopT ( I ) ~ ~\L ( I ) ~ ( I ) 
60 :' I '1')<:( :)~ 113 h-V\ TL ( I ), ~'i!.-1.0PT( I ) ~ SOPT( I ) ~ [,::,)( I ) 
Ii' ( ,'L,lTL:;) 5G~ ~)6~::3 7 
'.) '{ 	 . ; Il' 7.: ( 5 ~ 1 r} 'J ) 
Dd:l I::: 1 ~ f'::'.TL.'i 
: .. F:[U) (~) ~ 1 ()() »JN~~~ (I ) ~ C::,'L.( I) 
_'J = ~~ .:: ;:; ( I ) - 1 
5 =:\1',\ - 1 
;l,~!\j ~ ( 2 ~ 1 03) (i) 
I'l'E(5~11n)I~ 
s " I'i'E{5~111)( 






1 SF=FYCI)/ (1) 
=1 
67 
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/1 S'!, t~E;3::) i,'~O LJtJl.~ (JS f.: I [J'fi-I lt " 1 3.i~' "c Ui\::; Jtl(rr ~_)n , / , 9 ;.:, .. ( I ~\J • 
C SI) C :3 I ) 
lO~~~ FOE21A'fCllW,15IISHAPE FACTQL: =,Zl /i.6,/,lZ15ii!'j·r;'l,UST PCY 
1) =,El~.6,2X,"K",/,lX,15~~O~E~T ~CY) =,El~.6,2X," 
::-l, i{ - I "J ... , / , 1:.~, 1 5 'i'Y'. l\J(:lL E PHI 'y' =, ;::; 1L; • 6 , ~~;" ~, .. rc(H~1 ... , / , l;c, 1 
35HEL.4'sTIC C.e,. =,El/!.6,"I .",/,IX,15HPU\STIC C.(~ =, 
,11 E lit. • 6, 2 X, .. 1>\J ... ) 
103 FOTIMAT(GFIU.U) 
1 (J,IJ FOH.iAT (;:~ I h, !o'1 () .0) 
105 i1 
l/[<l(Y) Fen :'i/~'IC{) FO;,'·,/,L:,"PIII/PHIY P/~,:)(Y)=O. P/ 
2PC¥)=.2 P/P(¥)=.~ P/?C¥)=.6 ?/PCY)=.H ?/P(Y)= 
~n .0" ) 
106 FO7::,'1/\ T ( 1 >:,)19. :3, /)X, 6 (F~5 ./l,iL';), 1'~1 Q. 11) 
107 FO:;:i!IIllT ( 1 X, Ill' :l::C, 1"',.3,1 ;<;:, F7.], ~~~{, 1"7.1, 1;.:., r'C)' 1, 1Z, F6. 3, 
l1X,3E:11.:..n 
1 D l~'()~:'/IlYl' C 4 Ill, FlO. 0 ) 
109 FOr::i·]A'l' C 1 i-IO, lOX, .. tlJ00lB IL L'JEl\i, STcU:!:S s- :~L,{\. L,ji::EL/:;. '1'1 uN SH I I:> 
1 S" ) 
110 FO;~:"l:Yr(IIiO'''ivji\,f~'<:IUAL .'JU.",I3," ---",13," LI"iE[Ui i\Pl;):l{u;: 
lL';~l.TIO.';S ---DIVIDL·JG ST I =",El1.3,·· I:'!.",/,n::,"::iT: 
~~ ss j~; s=.. , 3 X, () Ell • 3 ) 
111 1"0:' :";T(l:;:,··SLc~c"\.U';S =",3X,9El1.::D 
1 1 2 ~'\J 1. ,') ,:'. '1' ( LJJ, II c'illTE;U AL ~ES I D UL\L ~'J 0 £.J- B I L I.~ ,;;,1.\ ,': S J!:C T I U 
1",/,3.i~,II:JUL·I!JS!C ST.;'ESSl':S S'.lT?E.sS-S'fl;.f~L\J DIVIDEi~") 
113 FO~~~T(~X,I3,7X,I2,10X,I2,~X,F6.3) 
68 
I SIU~ ( 0),5(220), ( 8U),Z(20) 
I;;:':.,::;CJ:\; ~~T(l[) ),X:'vi(100), (10),');(10,10) 
COM~Ow VS(20),Vt(28) 
"i~ ~:~~ .;:.C =l)LJ (1=)<~ .. -~/l[JI tJ 
~;;.. ":~. .:}C ::-;l=Ic\jLiE~; !,J'.DI S 

(~ .... -..-~:. ?;-~:= ;'; OT'{C);·, C[).] i ,TJ I ~jl) '1'1. 

_H~ -;~. '.~~C 	 '1='1'0::> CChUDI '1':;: 
~:- -;~. -:~.C Y I ELf) ST, :':;:i 
"..-~::. -Ii'C E=EL StIC JCCLJS 
"::-{;. -::- 1 =STr~~_.)C 
.;}C 	 -.r '~.- C 1 =j' I 5:,;.--; ;;TE~::: 
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-'~- .:~~ -;:­C III =,;K'lrm~: C)o;;;T ;;\L I;,:I G:1'1' 
-::- .:~- ....C 	 ;:>1 =CEI dCtd~ CiUO: 
.:~:. 
'z" .~;.e ?:::: =C .. I T I CAL T!,-L US! 
.;~ -;~ -n·C 	 "',. 1 ~C .~ I '1' I C.:'\L ,~>'~:J t.~:~'J·f 
-;~- {~- 'i~-C Ii;;=))!:IS''.) IQ,'J ,\]EEDED FOi; (),S(),I-i:O L·J Cij~s;{E;\T 
-;~- .;} .:~,.C 	 l-)~':OBLEl': 
.;;: 	 "n'*.~;:C .::ilLYr=~'JOi;r: I!... I Ei\~~ STEJ;;.sS-.'~'i·i::"{\I ,\j OPT I r).0 
,-, .'~. -~:~ .;:.
'j i;:;O:-:>T=, n~:,'i I fJ ij{\L ;-; 'L::::5 SOil '1' I O,\} 
('
-' 
-::. -::- -..­ N2=SEG~2NIS OF 1/~ S~~~SS-ST.illIN DIAGRAM 
"n­~:- -.~'C 	 o ()=NUNRILINEAn STRESSES 
-;:~ .:~~ .;~C 	 i)','( ):::t\!O~,jPILI>lEA;i ST;;[~LJ::_~ 
-.~~ '\t" .;:..C r~):-:tlD !~_t\~·D l:)F~ I ~:'J T ill\, ~r (\~ C(lI.JC LjLlA ~f~:-~ ,0,~·J J) rJr:.ll~T· C ();:'J 'i'.L.OL ;~:Fi. s 
(r:, 101) ,;, I, 28, 'f, F, E, Sl, Zi\] 
:~I:;',\DU:, 100 L'Jf'., SOPT,;- SO?'i, C T 
C ,HH, C~)'iT=DIVI~;IO:\Jl.L '<::,Tnf'd\j 
IF(~OPT)50~,50~,503 
:i () 3 	 L'J:3 ==:~ -:< :\J~::: - 1 
,iE(\!J C.2, 1 () 1 ) Ci,JS ( I ), 1=1, d 3) , (\)1' ( J) , LJ== 1 , :'J 3 ) 
50 i l .\JDI>'I=~:iO 
1 ::::}: 
PI =? .:q./ (~"I) 
I == .7 G539F; 1 63-::-F Ic".::- C5'.'!: -_,1 -::--:<11) 
P;~=F';:-3.1L!159 6S-;}(' -::':<?-l-~l'::·-:} ) 
C 1 ::: 'i / ( X\J -;.; • ) 





\..;! ~ ITS ( 5, 1 0:3 ) ?;::, Z 1 , ? 1 





5 1 1::iEI T ~ ( 5, 1 0 7 ) 
DO 51~~ I==1,N3 
5 1 ~'. ':'.' HIT F: ( 5, 1 0 8 ) I ~ V,'; ( I ) , iJ'f ( I ) 
') lOCO ,\;T I ~\]~Jl': 
r, s .:; ,~i '"" ( ): ) ~~ 9 T 
STacYl~c01~«(~)S)S2V-,1)~I 
( },) S / ( ();) ~,; ) c; Ui}= t:;::: 
o s / ( cI-( ~I ) E ) .::. ~f == ( .>' ) ~; :;l I ~; 
Lns cS T;:; c~; T;:~ (S'D.:iI 
".15= () );-:: 
',':'1 f': I ,r,i'~C:J 
.11'+;:;;) / (d-0;):':) ='.T,:_' 00 S 
C 0 C; C 1;; C Ti:; ( J, d1~; )..'l ITOc; 
:;T[d·c I Jr10~) 
L ) F=.LE ;; O\:.: 
(~CS C T OS C Tas CTJcWS;-)3 1 S(lS 
1=1 
.!.= (~.~) 'I f: Tc:: 
:3 T?, '"6 1(; '"6 T (C;);-i-.U.:\I ;7Cl1i 
T=(:;"1 
T -+F:::: ( :: ) F S 0 17 
f/Of7 c £Oi/'"c:(li/( (jl) -TU+;:)31 Se:f7 
if () 17 '" S (1 'il '" f"; (] 17 ( c;' D ,.{ 1 I (HI' 
flOil D.!. 08 
T=T~f 
1 -J = C'-' ) ::'i ;::; n;; 
~Oi;'"~017'"0(l17« )H-t -~)~I DOi; 














'~:~,iDrl\)il J,,~\i:;l!/:m'--.Ts:':tV,T. r,:OClFIj--~,T I;'·:2.!.:-c:n .::..::.,:, :J 
(ri"h TcD / ,'!:>G~; 
T '" ,~t' '1'1 () () 0 1 0,0 









L" I (( c t :::: I r. GC', (i(i 

I;r T s· ,tL:~l!"~'~l~ :: IF.T.i,;:' ,...." I ,1., '~:c.i n:'~:;:/: -;~. 1:· ~~~. ~) 
( 170 iCc: ) ~U:, r:-'> 
69 
70 
IS » ':H'2 
(~~ ) ) "[) ;:; ~ 70 2 ~ '{ (J 1 
701 T ( :l'H<:::~ - :;~;.:~) 
GO TO 70 LI 
'I d :-:>. I F (:-1 1+ , ~ 1 -i i CO ) 7 (J 1 ~ 70 1 ~ '/0 3 
'/03 :' (iO =2 {:- ( ::;C~~;T cr ':H"~: -: :;; ) - ;;(;',\'1' (;; 1 ';H;-;:;_ .1) ) 
'iO i! GJfd (7 (J ::; .. 71 7 ~ '11 :.:;) ~ '~A 
"l('n:c:~-IC\.-l )+::;1 
Ci:J TO ;~ 1 'I 
(J f) i; J.J1' I:: T': 
;',S =LJ 
n' C)-f-; ) :jl) ,3D .. 3D 1 
~El1 .'~ :3 = - 1 • 
~~7= 1 
'(:)6 2;;'~=:J+ (?,;c\;~;:' :')/}7.) 
r;. (--l 2 - P ~~ ) 7 (] '( ~ 7 (] 7 ~ 7 (1:" 
'lC):J, IF(r-:~:~)7D'l~ 707, 70':; 
'/D9 l~Ui',j 710 
707 Cl'~)i<) CHi .. ~H)O~719) ~;{7 
'11 1 ,/j=.1+ 1 
IF(~-~)7~O~1 0,719 




DCJ 71 /1.Jl , 
<-.i',)~:: ­ ,J 1 +:1 
,..1;)= J2-1 
~.; ( <-.J:~) =,H (,J:') 





I F( (\6) 71 :;,715,716 
71::i "1:(L'D=~? 
:(1; ::::~ 




() 6 S (-j) ::: S Hi ;\J( F, (; ) 
50"1 1\ 5 =:;'i 
TJ5=O 
'l'J 'I;~ 1 
'11 6 i: (j ) ::= ~J 
71 
;<C!; 3 
C:iD 'fU ~! 1 j 
'il L: l}<' C~ J1)T)~:) 15,515, ::d I' 
51/~ HI=,) 
CUl'J'! I l'JUf.: 
( C") ;;:; E ,;} i~'l' 
C~U 1'0 7~; 1 
~; (,1) =() • 
;~= -II 
713 (;0 TO CHJ;~,:3,)O,?1 ) 
302 IF(T-~)300,300,3U3 
:303 S:,)= 1 • 
;::'7=2 






,;'. '1= 3 
GO TO 
C ·;HH:· S'C:ESS 










D lI\Gl U~,'l COl-lPLJ<;TED, CJHPU'J.'E TH1UST l'u'm !:lU:1E~\n 
I<;,E 
\,2 = :.' ( I ) 

:,; 1 =~, ( J) 

Tl=T1+(B-C)*(Vl*(D+ )/2.+(W2- 1)*(2.*D+ )/6.) 

IF(l:;-P)~)l,51,52 
5? ~ (;~:::;: ~:H (P - C ) -:!- ( '1 -;;- :.) {} ( • 5 {} ( C +n ) - P ) + • 5~} CF c:;~ - 1) -;, ( ( ?, • i:- B 
1+C ) 13 • - p ) + .5 {H,.' 1-;;- ( D - (1 )~.l- ( ( ~l, • ';'J]+C ) 13. - P ) + ( - \,' 1 ) ,;, (1:;- ) 
2/3.*«3.*B+C)/~.-P» 
GO TO 50 
:) 1 ~ (2 =~-(:~ + ( n - C ) 'if C; 2 '::- D'i:- ( • 5 -;< ( D+C ) - p ) + • 5'~D-;} ( \} 1 - ~,] 2 ) 'i;- ( ( 2 • ;:. C 
1+R)/3.-?)+.5*~2*( -D)*«2.*C+B)/3.-P)+( I-VS)*(Q-D) 
2/3.*«3.*C+D)/4.-P» 
50 	 C O:'JT I:~ J~ 
'.-1 =-T1 
1>=:;1; 
C 'iHH:- l·\,SS IC';;\) [C!CL\Ji)'J:'l 'n-ri-;U ST -i,;mrEl\)T 
IF(U-1)220,220,221 
221 ~T(N)=TI/P2 
GO TO ~~~~2 
;:'i:~ 0 ,<'1' ( X ) = 0 • 
D(i 'f/\ TO /if-).T:~ Ie E5 
72 




UO TO 203 

202 	 XTCN)=TI/P2 
/.'1 ( ~\; ) = Z~.'. Fcc 1 
IY C:i'( ,;) -1 • ) :'::~~5 .. ;~r~ 6 .. ;;~;6 
~~~~j 	 L'~:=~\J+ 1 
(j 	 2~T C'; ) ::: 1 • 

) :;, C1\! ) ::: () • 

C ·J;";H:· 	 C[~.LCUL(\n~ tlu~J':NL~ FOL ;31E'j TIL[],LjTS r;y 1\1 'r:-;l;:~\1 ':) 
) ) J :2 0 l~ l'~::: 1 , 3. 1 .. ;) 

~<1 =~U;::;+ 1 

~.:J= O( -1 ) ,;.• 1 

C ';;'';H< 	 Clj,':C 1"0) EX~C'{ ij/\LU:': 1"1 T 
DO ~~ () 'i 1 ::: 1 , :'J 
I Fe;! ( I ) -P) ;~1.J7, r;i)2;, 20'1 
:C~07 CDj'f! 
,'j1=O 
CW 0 c'j1 ::: c'J 1+ 1 




I F (L,!~ ) !.~ 0 :3 .. 0 :3, flO L~ 
[:03 \jF)/\J)D=2-,:1 
LD=l 
d':!=,; 1+ 3·HD'!\DD 
IF( -N)806,JOG .. SOS 
(~05 
,:'06 	 ~(S:::lF'-LP+ 1 
DOl] '( I::: 1 , >~ S 
j=UHI -1 
;.;( I) =XT(...1) 
,"SO 7 (1 .. 1 )=_':.;( tJ) 
C ·;HHc :JO >:~:/\CT l-r'; .. 1.JEc'FO}c{2,l '(iIE I'lJLc!\TI:)\j 
jX) 205 I=:~,;L) 
DU 	 Cl~) J=I .. :{~; 
L=I-l 
~~ 05 Y ( . .1, I ) "" C{ ( L .. L p' (): ( <J) -?) - '! ( ,j, L ) -;, ( Z ( L ) -!.» ) I ( ~H ,J) - ~: ( L ) ) 
C ,;H:· ,;, :\.331 U~\) iJl'd... Ul:;::; 'f:) iJ L UJT - () UTY1.!1 It{ ICE:3 .. 'J O:~ )~X{\C'f FIr 
1. ein ) = Y ( 1 ~ s .. ;.;: s ) 
uo TO ::~QLl 
C ,:. ".;:. T~'!.:AC '1' FIT 
:~ [) h:, ( 1) =~Ci:'l ( I ) 
/.:>= 1 • I ( Pl'" ~; 2 ) 
C; -;HHc LJT :.';U:':i::;,\JT-C ;Jicv ll. Tui ;E-T~-n us J.' i)(.\.L UJ·:S 
. I 'f E: ( :) .. 1 0 :,) ) :<:2, ( ;;; ( I ) , I :: 1 ,l( 1 ) 
73 
1 Cl 0 () 






1 (j 5 
1 () 6 
1 CJ 7 
1 :J :.:; 
C»,'1'1' E';]j'; 
IF(5::?-l.) lCJ02, 1nW~, 1D01 
:U.=:::l 
SF= 1 • 
() 0 T() :~J, ? it 
CU:~'i' I ,\J:j:'-: 
1'0 ".~ 'l T ( 3 ILl, F 1 () • () ) 
:r'O l' \'~:~ '1' ( F3 F 1 I) • (] ) 
1"0c>: 'YiC ' 1 " 1X, , S 'i'; UC TU1:.f\L T UE~.0~ L,!Ui,j 1-;;,0 T - cur: IJ[.\ T UicE-fF :,: 
p 'r:~. ',1, 1:{,~~C'.'jHJr0El-: _:/\DIUS ='I':1L!e6,;~::=, 'PJ.' 
3,1, 1>:,::-:2.i",YI::::LDC,jl\;Qi<()"j) :;rlT)~;,'3S=,l':1!t.(,,~~X, ',<:51 ',1, 1~<, 
!),~~~~iL,jl)I)ULU,~: ,W EL(1.::;·OCIIY=,E1L~.6,~;·:, 'ICS! ',1, 1X,22.HS 
S'::C'f(E: Hi·:IGIIT =,E1 L1.6,2>:, '1\;. ',I,~~2i-rSHAi-lE Fi\C 
6,(01-: =, :~: 1Ll. 6, I, ~~~J,H STIll\! l\J I~;: IS 1 [.j CY£E,'l Ei\jT=, Ell! 
7.fH~~/(' 'IN.') 
nb.i:i~T( 1X,2~);lT:emUST P(Y) =, Ie: 1L, • 6, :2 ~';, ';<: " I, 
1 1;':, :: '-?'P':iJ'! 1~:\l 'j' :.~l ('f) =,:~ 1L)e 6, ;::;:(, 'i{- I'J. " I, L:, 
?2~;!~/\:\;ljJ.,·~ P,~I(Y) =,i:;lL!.6,~~=(, ':-J\]).') 
F:J.;!\T( LiD, , :j!1(Y) FU; >;/~,1(Y) FOL ,;1". 
1 ('() j.'j; 'j·;cn I',Y,c,IFl(Y) FOe: !'i/,HY) FCJc', I, 'l;)i'~l 
:::;/P:f·II(Y) ~J/;)C,{)=O. ~:)/P(Y)=.? i~/P(Y)=.L! i,l/P(Y) 
3=.(, P/·;)(Y)=.f:" P/;.)('{)=1.D') 
FU~>':,,\ci' (/i~, F6. ~:;, Ll>C, 6 (i"(',. II, ) ) 

?:~F,,'~I\ T ( 1!:0, ,,, .;:..;( ·;c":. ·;.i': SID IJI\L S'i'j',E SS lJPT I (IN USED .;, .;:." .;:..;:. ') 

FD ~-:':~i\,f ( 1;! (), ,.;:..;:. ';<-:H,:-': O:\i elL I i\]E(\E S T L;~S ;) Oi;:> TID >~ USED ,;;. i:· iH:' 

l';:",I,L~, ':~.L~',;SS-~;Td'..L) CUl~i)E D?\'T~',I,D;, 'PDSI'nO.'J', 
:},C<:, 'S·~'~;}-;;.'J5', 11>;:, ';3'ficc:L,j') 
;;'t)}';i;i\T ( 1 ',(, 1Lj, Lp~, )~ 1 ij • 6, :ro;, :;: 1 /j. 6 ) 





D.l TOTALLY SYM.'i:ETRIC FLOI-l DIAGRAM 
CALCULATE fu~D STORE 
M/M and pIP 
----
~_NO_-+r INCREMENTI ~ElITRAL AXIS 
YES 
l2::_~D ~My FUR P IPy = O. to 1.0 
\: PRINf 
.} 
:~~~Pl_~NSIONALIZED DATA \ 
~ 
LOOP 
;-___N_O_~~[ RESET LOOP 
CONSTANTS 








\ PRINT PRELUlINARY CONSTANTS 
--.-----------------~ [yIND !:IGHf OF PCG A,.1ilD ZCG 
C.SE-TDATA-r:OOP 1 
•
START CALCl~ATION LOOP 
FIND ZERO THRUST AXIS 
[ CALCULATEt.u,D STORE 1... 
M/M and pIp ------'-1-'01""11----­
1 
NEUTRAL AXIS 1 
!NO 
I FIND MIg: FOR P/Py = 0·1 
t 
\ PRINT NONDUlENSIONALIZED DATA \ 
---.~--. 
CONTINUE LOOP 
NO RESET LOOP 
CONSTANTS 
YES 
FIND M/Mv FOR P/Py 
































___ . __ J _________ ~ __ ....___....____ 

EXAC~~__ .~~TA_~Er\~~!i I 

.. .. ~ - -_.. ---- - ---'- .-- ....-----_..._.- ---­[FIN~ .CLOSE DATA _y_o_~~~ ... _.. ________.__ 
+[cHicK F~~~~f_~AB___LE P_O I._NT_S____ .... ..___________.--' 
_ t. __________.___...._....__ .. ___________.__ 
,
[!.~1'SFER VALUES TO ITERATION TABLES 

- ~- --,.- --._------------_._-------_ .. -­
PERFORl'1 THE ITERATION [RET1~-:~~:-~ATA'----...:..;------.---~.-~~.--.--------.-1----' 

LRETUru:r~-'--
D.4 	 DRIVER FLOW DIAGRAMS 
DRIVER 1 DRIVER 3 
L~~RE=AD~~N~O~.~O~F_P=R~O~B~L~EM=S~IN~R~UN=________/
lI START PROBLEM LOOP 
-- ~----------l-----zEROOPTION MATRI CE S 
,----[ -----' 
























PHIY = 0y 
DRIVER 8 










r-READ A1'JD PRINT 
OPTION DATA 
) 
NO / NON­~LINEARITIES 











D.S CIRCULAR TUBE FLOH DIAGRAN 




SET LOOP FOR ~/0y < 1 
START CALCULATION LOOP 

'.1 
CCONSTRUCT STRESS DIAGRAM +--l~~------:1 
lL-____________~ 







\ PRINT NONDIMENSIONALIZED VALUES _.~ 
CONTIN~ LoJ[~~ 
NO SET LOOP FOR 
__0/0y > 1. 
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